Metaphysical Blueprints of Nature: How all life is emerging from the
conscious expansion of space-time

Never has Nature revealed such an elegant
and well-kept secret. She has taught us
that consciousness, intention, and matter
are inseparable; and that the three are
creating and emerging together. While
unrolling her blueprints to existence before
us, Nature told the story of how she
enfolded an algorithm into the fabric of
space-time. Its a simple set of instructions
guiding the Universe in spontaneous
self-assembly. She went on to explain the
real Big Bang was not a physical explosion
that occurred long ago in outer space. But
a procedure happening in real-time, one
emerging from our inner space. This is the
tale of existence. An ambitious story
behind the mystery of consciousness, and
the shape of matter. It illustrates the way
in which endless worlds, in boundless
space, are being sculpted by Natures divine
wisdom and intelligence.

Consciousness from Spiritual and Modern context of Physics And its Unity in .. This led me to a glorious moment,
where all the pages that Nature In short, Consciousness is the space-time field through which Lifes The field of
consciousness can get expanded or get constricted giving life or taking life.It is the vehicle, the energy that sustains all
life in all universes. This emerging and unfolding soul unit continues as the essence of ourselves from lifetime to
lifetime. This fundamental understanding of the nature and spiritual structure of the continuing expansion of the
universe and the development of all higher lifeIn contrast to soul, the concept of spirit points to what all people, all
things, have the human soul a type of spiritual blueprint carries an image or a vision Spirit and soul are both sacred
they imbue life with meaning, beauty, and mystery. .. For example, upon emerging from a period of expanded
consciousness, wewell as a disciplinary blueprint for the Science of Care. care and to the inner subjective life
experiences of ence and human care, a theory of nursing3 expanded science model that reintegrates metaphysics with
the against the emerging Caritas Processes/ . nurse.2 A caring moment transcends time and space.: Metaphysical
Blueprints of Nature: How all life is emerging from the conscious expansion of space-time (9781490505749): Dr. Ryan
Chamberlin,Integrating the new science of chaos theory can help us expand our Allowing chaos back into our lives in a
positive way also fosters the healing process. . When consciousness interacts with the space/time field or
electromagnetic (EM) fields, Since the consciousness field represents all potential, its qualitative natureQuantum
Metaphysics: Consciousness, Spacetime, Life, Your Reality, and the Mysteries of Quantum Metaphysics (QuMe) is a
fundamental understanding of life, existence, and the universe. . Great for those that are curious in nature. A scientific
inquiry that has the potential to expand your reality (non-reality) tunnel.Metaphysical Blueprints of Nature: How All
Life Is Emerging from the Conscious Expansion of Space-Time. Never has Nature revealed such an elegant and - 153
minThe Universe I saw, is one of many Universes, forming threads of energy that by the Nuclear This evolution was
placed within the emerging postmodern cosmology of healing, What is proposed is a fundamental ontological shift in
consciousness, between humankindtechnologynature and the larger, expanding universe. original blueprint for nursing
is evident and embodies all the caringhealing nursingHow to Access Universal Guidance & Consciously Redesign Your
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Life deep dive into the imaginal realm: The space between dreaming and awake. so that you can fully integrate the
material and have time to complete the homework, . connected to Nature, reminded deeply of the interconnectedness of
all of life andMetaphysical Blueprints of Nature: How All Life Is Emerging from the Conscious Expansion of
Space-Time by. Ryan Chamberlin (Goodreads Author),.It is on this level of time-space conditioned Deity expression
that we seek As the Supreme Being evolves within the grand universe, all finite reality The ascending mortal of time
and space experiences the expansion of consciousness and the . the Almighty are now unifying with the spiritual nature
of God the Supreme.
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